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MOVING IN
Moving into your first home is the first chapter of your new life – it’s a major milestone 
and it’s now time to make it your own!  

After years of living with parents or in shared accommodation, your first home is a blank 
canvas, ready for you to express your creativity and personality.
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Design Freedom with Cover 
Styl’ and at a fraction of 
the cost of refurbishment, 
making it a great-value option 
for those at the start of their 
home-owning journey.

Let your imagination run wild and 
explore a world of possibilities 
with our range of breathtaking 
self adhesive films to help you 
create the perfect atmosphere in 
each room. 

Be free to mix colours and 
textures, designing the look and 
feel you want. 
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FINDING THE TONE

With over 470  and textures to choose from, you’re sure to find something to suit your style and space.

From muted neutrals to flamboyant metallics, the world is your oyster when it comes to Cover Styl’s range 
of self adhesive films.
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Cover Styl’
application
No matter which room you’re 
redecorating, thanks to our 
thermoformable architectural vinyl, it’s 
as easy as one, two, three…

With our interior film, you can cover a 
multitude of surfaces, including wood, 
metal and PVC, making it suitable for 
almost every surface in every room.

And with the Cover Styl’ mobile app, 
you can try before you buy, testing out 
various combinations from the comfort 
of your own home

FIND US
WEBSITE
ALSO ON OUR

SCAN ME
TO GET THE
APPLICATION
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B1 B1 - LIGHT WENGE NE43 - LIGHT CREAM LEATHER
NE74 - MIKA LIGHT BEIGE 
STRIPPED PATTERN

WOOD FABRIC LEATHER

B1

This is your first home – make 
your mark and create a space 
that truly represents your 
personality. 

Let your creative side take over – 
it’s your time to shine and Cover 
Styl’ has everything you need 
to make your home a vibrant, 
welcoming space. 
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NE54 - CLEAN MINT

SOLID
COLOUR

NE82 - SUPER MAT FOSSIL GREY B5 - MEDIUM BEECH
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NE82

B5

SOFT
TOUCH WOOD

MAKE YOUR OWN COCOON
Staying in is the new going out so make sure you’re surrounded by the look you love. 

Choose your preferred references and textures to create your own cozy little nest, perfect 
to retreat to at the end of a busy day.

Warm wood references, cool 
blues and striking greys can 
all work together to create a 
cocoon-like feel. 

Add in some plush throws and 
comfy cushions to snuggle up 
with, and bring the outside in 
with vibrant house plants – you’ll 
never want to leave.
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Use cream and neutral shades to 
create a light, airy feel, and maybe 
experiment with wood textures to 
complement the natural look. 

The result? The perfect welcoming 
space to light some candles and 
curl up with a good book – staying 
in has never felt so good!
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arrival of a new pet
Once you’re settled in your home, you might feel you want to add to your family – say hello 
to your first pet!

Whether you choose a cat, a dog or something more exotic, your pet needs space to call 
their own – and your home needs to be pet-proof.
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MK15
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NF99 - NATURAL MARBLE GREY

MARBLE

NF34 - BEIGE GOLDEN OAK

WOOD

RM29

NF99

NF34

You want your new pet to feel at 
home but you also want to keep 
your house looking good.

Cover Styl’ architectural interior 
films are long-lasting and hard-
wearing, able to withstand 
scratches and daily wear. It’s also 
easily replaceable should your pet 
really get their teeth into it.
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K6 - GREY

NF99 - NATURAL MARBLE GREY

K6

NF99

SOLID
COLOUR

MARBLE

Even the best-behaved pet can 
be a mucky pup. But even after 
a day in the yard, playing in the 
dirt there’s no need to worry with 
Cover Styl’.

Our range of architectural interior 
films are totally washable*, 
meaning that whatever you get 
up to, a simple wipe down leaves 
them looking as good as new, 
while more patterned finishes 
such as marble look cleaner for 
longer.

*excluding Glitter Range
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CREATING AN OFFICE
With many of us working from home nowadays, you might need a space to call your own.

It’s important to get the image right for your virtual meetings; brick or wood effects create 
a stylish and professional background, just like you’re in the office.  
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N3 - EGGSHELL VELVET GRAIN

H4

NF70
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WOOD WOOD

SOLID
COLOUR

Choose rustic or modern wood 
textures and colours for a 
corporate feel, softened with 
muted neutral references and 
feels, using one of the solid 
colour finishes. 

Your office is a place to think and 
to concentrate, so steer clear of 
anything too vibrant – a blank 
canvas will allow your mind to 
roam free.
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A1
B3

A1 - DARK WENGE B3 - LIGHT BEECH

WOOD WOOD

DAILY LIFE HASSLE
A busy life can be a messy life; two people and two jobs, not to mention a 
pet or two, means there’s little time for mopping up every little spill.

With long-lasting, durable and wipeable Cover Styl’ architectural interior 
films, you’ll have the housework done in no time, leaving you free to enjoy 
life’s little pleasures.

You work hard – you want to play 
hard too, not spend your weekends 
scrubbing and polishing.

Cover Styl’ interior films are 
fully washable so they’re easy to 
clean; one little wipe down and 
you’re done – with no arguing 
over who’s turn it is. 
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A1
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N3 - EGGSHELL VELVET GRAIN AG14 - CREAM GOLDEN OAK J3 - MEGÈVE WHITE VELVET GRAIN
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Our stretchable interior films 
pressure sensitive adhesive 
ensures clean, fast installation on 
a variety of surfaces, from wood to 
walls. 

With Cover Styl’, you can give 
your kitchen cabinets a fresh, new 
wooden look, or transform your 
bathroom with a marble finish in a 
fraction of the time it would take 
to start over.

NE28

NATURAL
STONE

M10 - LIGHT CREAM SHELL

SOLID
COLOUR

NE28

M10

REDECORATION
If your home is looking a little tired by now, maybe it’s time for a new look?

Ripping out fixtures and fittings in kitchens or bathrooms and replacing them is expensive, 
time-consuming and wasteful – luckily, Cover Styl’ architectural interior films can revamp 
your space at a fraction of the cost.
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U19 - NATURAL STONE

J3 - MEGÈVE WHITE VELVET GRAIN

SOLID
COLOUR

J3

NF44 - LIGHT BROWN OAK

WOOD

NF44

having a baby
It’s time for the next chapter in your life – your first baby is on the way.

Of course, you want everything to be perfect for the new arrival, so used Cover Styl’s 
extensive range of colours and textures to create the ideal space for your little one.
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NG20 - EDGY CREAM

NF40 - SMOOTH OAK

Q50 - DARK BRUSHED SILVER

Q50

NF40

NG20

METALLIC

WOOD

LEATHER

RM13 - BEIGE

RM13

SOLID
COLOUR

If you’re turning the spare room 
into a nursery, choose warm 
and welcoming references and 
textures to create a soothing 
environment. 

Mix it up with woods, metallics 
and neutrals to magic up a room 
that will be perfect for playing 
with your little one, yet restful 
enough for a good night’s sleep. 
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Easy to clean
Feeling home is not easy at 
first sight but Cover Styl’ can 
help you to find the perfect 
atmosphere for each room. 

Mixing colours or texture it’s 
easy with our adhesive film, 
find the perfect match becomes 
as easy as important for your 
first nest. 
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As your child grows, the world is 
their oyster – and your walls are 
their canvas.

With Cover Styl’s architectural 
interior films, there’s no need to 
stifle your mini artists’ creative 
urges; it’s easy to wipe clean, 
so their art will only remain on 
show if you really want it to.

LOOK AT THIS ! 
COVER STYL’ IS EASY TO CLEAN
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A1 - DARK WENGE AL14 - TRADITIONAL OAK

WOODWOOD
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AT04
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NE26 - DARK GREY CONCRETE PLASTER

NATURAL
STONE

M5 - POISON GREEN NE78 - SUPER MAT BROWN BEIGE

SOLID
COLOUR
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TOUCH

NE26
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NE78

REDO A ROOM
From baby to toddler to child – your little one changes in the blink of an eye.

No longer in need of a restful place to sleep, your children want a vibrant space to call their 
own. Let their imaginations run riot with vibrant solid colours and metallic finishes. 
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Q3 - BRUSHED GOLD

METALLIC

D1 - TEAK NE49 - SOFT BRUSHED DARK SILVER

WOOD METALLIC

NE49

Q3

D1
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AG20 - LIGHT CREAM BEECHAF03 - LINE BEIGE PINE

WOOD WOODAF03

AG20

student 
accommodation
Leaving home for the first time is a major new 
chapter in everyone’s life story – both for parents 
and children.

Often tired student accommodation can be 
made to feel like home with Cover Styl’s range 
of architectural interior films; easy to use and 
easy to replace, they’re a simple way for a new 
lease of life.
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RM06 - DARK GREY

SOLID
COLOUR

RM06

MK14 - MAT ASH BLACK MARBLENF55 - EBONY DARK BROWN

NF55

MK14

WOOD MARBLE

Make an impact in your very own 
space with a bold and dramatic 
look. 

Dark woods, black marble and 
even leather effects can be brought 
together to create a striking finish 
– ideal for the next chapter of your 
life.
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NE77 - SUPER MAT LIGHT EGGSHELL
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TOUCH

NE77
M8 - BRIGHT YELLOW

SOLID
COLOUR

M8

NE77

Keep student accommodation 
bright and breezy with colourful 
finishes and block colours.

When space is at a premium, 
vibrant blues and yellows can 
add a pop of colour, working 
beautifully with neutrals to 
create a light, airy feel in even 
the smallest of rooms.
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U50

U50 - ASH BLACK MARBLE

U20 - DARK CONCRETE
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MARBLE
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getting older and follow trends
Now the kids have left home, it’s time to take back your space.

Reinvigorate your home in your style, with Cover Styl’s range of nearly 500 and finishes.
Marbles and granites create a mature, luxurious look – perfect now your house is your own again.
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SOFT
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SOFT
TOUCHWOOD

Create a space to fit around your 
life with dramatic dark blues and 
greens, which contrast beautifully 
with paler woods.

Or why not experiment with 
texture; our soft touch finishes 
create a welcoming feel in any 
home – perfect now there are no 
sticky fingers to worry about.
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J5 - LACQUERED BLACKAZ07 - LIGHT GOLDEN OAK
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WOOD
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NE69 - GREY AND BLACK GRANITEI11 - MARIO BROWN OAK U19 - LIGHT CONCRETE

NATURAL
STONEMARBLEWOODhaving grandchildren

Turn over a new page as you welcome grandchildren into your life – and 
home.

A grandparent’s home is warm-hearted and welcoming; use dark brown 
wood effects and neural sreferences to bring your communal areas to 
life, all with Cover Styl’s wipe-clean vinyl for those little accidents.
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NG04 - CREAM MARBLE NF83 - DRIFTWOOD BROWN

MARBLE WOOD
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Grandchildren bring noise and 
chaos – in the best way. From 
baking and painting to music 
and games, there’s never a dull 
moment.

With Cover Styl’s stunning range 
of durable interior films you can 
be ready for anything – making 
sure the little ones always want 
to visit Granny and Grandad!
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